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COLIBRI1 is a library (COnstraint LIBrary for veRIfication) developed
at CEA LIST and used for verification or test data generation purposes since
2000, using the techniques of constraint programming. The variety of types and
constraints provided by COLIBRI makes it possible to use it in many testing
tools at CEA LIST like GATeL [2], for model based testing from Lustre/SCADE,
and Osmose [1], for structural testing from binary code, PathCrawler tool
for concolic C testing.

COLIBRI is a finite domain solver that use usual constraint programming
techniques. The basis is that one or many domains are attached to each terms,
and the constraints tighten the domains of one term using the domains of the
other terms involve in the constraint. When no constraints could improve any-
more the domain of any term, a decision is made. Usually it splits the domain
in two, but other techniques can be used as 3B filtering which decide on the
extremes of the domains and if unsatisfiable try to improve this bound.

The domains are very specific, no reduction to simpler theory like bit-blasting
is used. COLIBRI uses a domain of union of intervals for real and integer inter-
reduced with a domain of congruence. For floating points it uses a domain of
intervals. For bit-vector a domain that indicates if the bits are set, unset or
unknown.

In addition to these domains which reason on local properties, COLIBRI
uses for integer, reals, and floating point DBM. The DBM use lots of patterns to
be able to do limited but useful non-linear reasoning. The power of the reasoning
of COLIBRI, in particular in the floating point, are due to the information
sharing and inter dependencies of all these reasoning techniques.

The combination of all the components of COLIBRI is simplified since, like
all CP-solver, all the domains and constraints are improving the same model.
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